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Five Quick Tips for Readable Documents
➢ EMPLOY SIMPLE FONTS

Short SBCTC “core concept” description

➢ 12 point minimum
➢ Use 1-2 simple fonts in a single document. Avoid cursive or fancy fonts! Serif fonts (Times
New Roman, etc.) may be better for some users in print documents; san serif fonts (Arial,
Tahoma, Verdana) may work best in digital docs. Providing materials in digital format
before required use allows readers to make any adjustments they need.

➢ USE HEADERS Learn more in 2 minutes! (video) Headings as SBCTC core concept

•

Add headings by using the styles on the Quick Access Toolbar, or by following these
guidelines from SBCTC. Building a structure of hierarchical headings allows readers,
including those using assistive technology, easily to find what they need. Chunking
information and using headers also help create white spaces that help sighted readers.

At-A-Glance Examples of More Readable and Less Readable Page Design
More Readable

Less Readable
A successful commentary:
Focuses on the making – the how – of an essay. Factual
summary of the essay’s content (if any) is limited to two or
three sentences.
Includes a sentence or two (or a bit more) of explanation
about the aspect of craft being considered.
Avoids your judgment of the writer.
Does not discuss your subjective response (like or dislike)
to the essay. It’s fine to write in the first person, using “I,”
as long as the paper is about your identification and
interpretation of the author’s uses of craft . . . not about
you.
Your diction (word choice) as a commentator can be
informal, as may the paper’s general writing style.

➢

FORMAT LISTS Brief instructions
•

Format lists using one of the Microsoft Word tools on the Quick Access Toolbar.

➢ MAKE HYPERLINK TEXT DESCRIPTIVE Learn more in 2 minutes! (video)
•
•
➢

Write “Go to the color contrast checker” instead of “Click here”.
Avoid pasting URLs into text; assistive technology reads every letter, number, and
punctuation mark.

USE TABLES FOR DATA Learn more in 2 minutes! Or in 5:31. (videos)
•

Use tables to organize and communicate data, not as a layout tool. Narrative instructions
from SBCTC.
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Additional Information for Creating Readable
Learning Materials: Microsoft Word Documents
Note:
Formatting written documents to be fully accessible is easy to do, especially as a proactive step.
Two key aspects of inclusive formatting are:
1. The look of content on the page. This applies to both print and digital documents.
2. The format document authors use when saving and posting a digital document.
Evergreen provides free downloadable software called Read and Write Gold to all enrolled
students, and to staff and faculty. Read and Write Gold can read aloud properly-formatted digital files,
among the software’s other features. The latest versions of Microsoft Word, Outlook, PowerPoint and
One-note also feature text-to-speech capability.
Presenting information in multiple modalities (print, digital, audio) is vital to supporting maximum
learning. These classroom etiquette tips and links to short videos demonstrating inaccessible and
accessible classrooms provide companion support to your work in making learning materials
accessible. Keep in mind that formatting educational materials so that they are available to all
students in an equitable and inclusive manner is required by Washington State policy and federal law.

Learn More: Formatting Written Documents
•
•
•
•
•

Evergreen’s Web Accessibility Guidelines (pages 5A and 5B)
SBCTC’s Library of Accessibility Resources (provides easy-to-use instructions about working
with a variety of learning materials, and links to short video resources)
Microsoft’s Word accessibility help page and accessibility videos
Accessibility guidelines for various versions of Word (Mac and Windows)
Google Docs: Read Google’s help page, or for a summary read pages 5 A and 5B of
Evergreen’s Accessibility Handbook.

MORE TIPS: INCLUDE ALT TEXT Quick instructions (Microsoft Office tutorial)
•

•
•

Alt text (alternative text) is a textual description of an image. Focus on communicating
information conveyed by the picture that readers need to know, as you would when
speaking on the phone. Avoid repeating information already clear from the context in which
you are using the image.
To create alt text, right click on the image, then click on Edit Alt Text. ( For tables, click on
Table Properties and then Alt Text). Type in the box that appears.
For more on writing alt text, including examples, see WebAIM’s Alternative Text webpage.
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➢ USE COLOR, BUT NOT TO CONVEY
MEANING
•
•

➢

CHECK YOUR WORK Learn more in 1 minute!
•

➢

Colorblind and blind readers are excluded when color
is necessary to make sense of what’s on the page.
Make use of high contrast between colors to enhance
ease of reading. To doublecheck, try this online Color
Contrast Checker from Web AIM.
Click on the Review tab in the Ribbon, and then on
Check Accessibility. “Inspection Results” opens on
the right side of your screen. Click on each item under the headings for a description of the
issue in your text, and suggestions. More: Microsoft narrative guidelines, SBCTC Check list
for MS Word documents

USE “REAL TEXT”
•

Short introduction (SBCTC)
Avoid using images of text, such as screenshots and scanned PDFs that aren’t saved in
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) format. If you must use text in image format, provide
alt text. (See above.)
•
To check if text is "real" or not, try to select the text with
your cursor. If you're unable to highlight/select it then it is not real
text, and therefore not accessible for all users. Real text allows
selection, as in the image to the right.

➢

SAVE AND POST DIGITAL DOCUMENTS IN OCR FORMAT
•
•

•

Guidelines for saving MS Word files as PDFs are provided by IT at Evergreen.
If you are scanning material for instructional use, your PDFs must be readable by assistive
technology – that is, they must be scanned using Optical Character Recognition, or OCR.
You can get help with this, or do it yourself on scanners in Evergreen’s Library and
computer labs; the Evergreen helpwiki provides instructions for scanning OCR PDFs.
To remediate currently-inaccessible PDFs, you’ll need to use a version of Acrobat Adobe
Pro DC software; Adobe Pro DC software is available on computers in Evergreen’s
computer labs. The SBCTC provides two sets of guidelines for making inaccessible PDFs
accessible: PDF & Adobe Acrobat DC Overview and Creating Accessible PDFs: An Intro.
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